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SoftLes
A PLACE
WHICH
THRIVES ON
CREATIVITY
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HOW CAN
WE HELP
YOUR
BUSINESS
ONLINE.
UI and UX Development largely focus on the users’
satisfaction and pleasure, it plays an important role
in the business’ success. From a business’s point of
view, it is essential to emphasize on the users’
satisfaction in order to build the brand value and
reputation of the business. With IT being the
competitive field, the need for UI UX design service
to grab the consumers’ attention and revenue from
the company’s products is quite crucial. If the users
are surfing your websites or using your applications,
it is yours and your UI UX Developers’ responsibility
to navigate them to their predetermined target in
the most efficient way.
Hence, UI and UX Development have become a
significant part of today’s web development.
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ABOUT.
Small enough to care, big enough to deliver,
Softles is a full-service branding & marketing firm
that helps visionary companies emphasize their
strengths & elevate their brands. With a complete
range of creative capabilities we craft authentic
brand experience that engage & inspire audiences
at every interactive point.
More than 150 customers trust our creativity &
experience benefits from our services.
Our customers, other than from our mother land India
also extends to Germany, France, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, the United Kingdom & Switzerland & taking a
long hike to Iceland does not frighten us in the least !

AN ESSENTIAL
ASPECT OF
CREATIVITY
IS NOT BEING
AFRAID TO FAIL
CONTACT.
Web-site: www.softles.com
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GRAPHICS DESIGN.
Small enough to care, big enough to deliver,
Softles is a full-service branding & marketing firm
that helps visionary companies emphasize their
strengths & elevate their brands. With a complete
range of creative capabilities we craft authentic
brand experience that engage & inspire audiences
at every interactive point.
More than 150 customers trust our creativity &
experience benefits from our services.
Our customers, other than from our mother land India
also extends to Germany, France, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, the United Kingdom & Switzerland & taking a
long hike to Iceland does not frighten us in the least !

UI/UX DESIGN.
Small enough to care, big enough to deliver,
Softles is a full-service branding & marketing firm
that helps visionary companies emphasize their
strengths & elevate their brands. With a complete
range of creative capabilities we craft authentic
brand experience that engage & inspire audiences
at every interactive point.
More than 150 customers trust our creativity &
experience benefits from our services.
Our customers, other than from our mother land India
also extends to Germany, France, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, the United Kingdom & Switzerland & taking a
long hike to Iceland does not frighten us in the least !

CHOOSE WHAT
MATTERS TO
YOUR BUSINESS
& YOUR
CUSTOMERS.
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BRAND IDENTITY
DESIGN.
Small enough to care, big enough to deliver,
Softles is a full-service branding & marketing firm
that helps visionary companies emphasize their
strengths & elevate their brands. With a complete
range of creative capabilities we craft authentic
brand experience that engage & inspire audiences
at every interactive point.
More than 150 customers trust our creativity &
experience benefits from our services.
Our customers, other than from our mother land India
also extends to Germany, France, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, the United Kingdom & Switzerland & taking a
long hike to Iceland does not frighten us in the least !

WEB
DEVELOPMENT.
UI and UX Development largely focus on the users’
satisfaction and pleasure, it plays an important role
in the business’ success. From a business’s point of
view, it is essential to emphasize on the users’
satisfaction in order to build the brand value and
reputation of the business. With IT being the
competitive field, the need for UI UX design service
to grab the consumers’ attention and revenue from
the company’s products is quite crucial. If the users
are surfing your websites or using your applications,
it is yours and your UI UX Developers’ responsibility
to navigate them to their predetermined target in
the most efficient way.
Hence, UI and UX Development have become a
significant part of today’s web development.
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HELPING YOU
OPEN
WINDOWS OF
OPPORTUNITY
WORLDWIDE

SERVICES.
UI/UX DESIGN
BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN
GRAPHIC DESIGN
LOGO DESIGN
WEB DEVELOPMENT

